EPD Generator™
A CE Enterprise Application

The EPD Generator enables concrete producers to easily respond to demands for transparency with unlimited, instant, and verified EPDs for any concrete mix. Instant availability of EPDs helps producers win more business and more effectively collaborate with architects and engineers early in a project cycle. The Climate Earth EPD Generator is a web-based solution that works from a web browser, a smart phone, or from Command QC. The product enables producers to design innovative new mixes to meet requirements for any job and immediately generate a fully verified Type III product specific EPD for the new mix. A one-time set up fee and an annual subscription provide unlimited new EPDs and includes annual updates for each producer to ensure EPDs are always current with your newest suppliers, materials, and processes at a fraction of the cost of traditional EPDs.

**BENEFITS**

- **Responsive:** Provide EPDs for all mixes in every bid submittal.
- **Cost effective:** Unlimited EPDs for a single subscription fee
- **LEED v4.1 Ready:** Easily meet EPD requirements for any mix design.
- **Fast:** Instantly produce new EPDs for new custom mixes
- **Bid Ready:** Mix specific EPDs are only three pages and custom branded for easy submission with any bid
- **Current:** An annual database update adds new materials, suppliers, and plant process changes

**SYSTEM FEATURES**

- Unlimited EPDs
- Easy to use Web App
- Annual database update
- Optional Command QC connect

The EPD Generator helped us achieve two major initiatives. We were first in our industry to offer Environmental Product Declarations, and now we are first to integrate EPD data into COMMAND QC, a core business system, furthering our company-wide commitment to sustainable construction.

Jeff Davis, Vice President, US Concrete

To learn more about EPD Generator™ visit Climate Earth’s website www.climateearth.com, or call 415-391-2725